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Conditions are formulated under which a representation of an intrinsic c*- 
algebra of (often quasilocal) observables of an infinite system is appropriate to 
describe measurement-type processes: such a representation should allow for 
the description of robust experiments, it should be separable, and the pointer 
observable should be in its weak closure. If the pointer values are discrete the 
existence of such a measurement representation can be proven. If the pointer 
can take continuously many values, then the existence can only be proven under 
the additional assumptions of having an asymptotically Abelian system or 
dealing with type I representations. In the constructed measurement 
representations the pointer observable turns out to be classical. The structure of 
the representation suggests that spontaneous symmetry breaking might be a 
physical explanation of the emergence of the classical pointer. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The application of the C-algebraic formalism to the discussion of quantum mechanical 

measurement processes was originated by Hepp.’ In this formalism superselection rules and 
classical observables can be described in a natural way. The essential feature of Hepp’s ap- 
proach to the measurement problem is the use of disjoint final states. 

The virtues of the approach are obvious: due to Hepp’s disjointness theorem a linear 
superposition of different pointer states is always equivalent to an incoherent mixture of such 
states. Therefore, if one is satisfied with a statistical description, the projection postulate 
(Liider’s rule) is not necessary. Furthermore, the central decomposition of this mixture into 
the different disjoint pointer states is unique. This justifies the application of the ignorance 
interpretation of the mixed statistical state in exactly the same way as in classical statistical 
mechanics. 

The vices of the approach are obvious as well: firstly, the emergence of a classical pointer 
observable in a quantum system has to be explained. If this is achieved one has to recognize 
that secondly an automorphic time evolution can only map two states of the same folium into 
disjoint states in infinite time (or, using highly singular time evolutions, instantaneously’). 
Real measurements, however, take finite time. A recent review of the above issues is Ref. 2. 

Leaving aside these two problems for the moment, the first part of this article examines the 
relation between the factual robustness of experiments and the classical character of the 
pointer. In Sec. II a notion of robustness for experiments is introduced which will be used in 
the sequel. In Sec. III it is shown for P-algebras that, assuming the existence of a pointer 
observable, an experiment can be robust if and only if there exists a classical observable which 
takes the same value as the pointer on all typical final states. Unfortunately this result is not 
satisfactory for the description of continuous pointer observables. 

Section IV addresses the first major problem, namely, the origin of the classical character 
of the pointer. We start from a phenomenological characterization of measurement situations: 
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one is given a set of typical final states, an interpretative rule associating to each of the typical 
final states a real number (the measurement result), and one knows that experiments are 
resolute with respect to final states which are close to each other in a suitable sense. The 
existence of a representation which reflects these phenomenological features of measurement 
situations is proven. It turns out that the pointer observable is in the center of the weak closure 
of this representation. Therefore even if the intrinsic e-algebra of quasilocal observables has 
trivial center, there is a classical pointer observable in appropriate reducible representations. 
The result of Sec. IV is, however, not entirely satisfactory because the measurement represen- 
tation constructed there is nonseparable if the pointer observable has a continuous range of 
possible values. But it at least implies that the typical final states are disjoint. 

In Sec. V we suggest a more physical explanation of the origin of the classical pointer, 
namely, spontaneous symmetry breaking. In the case of a discrete pointer, the pointer observ- 
able can be shown to arise from the breaking of an abstract symmetry relabeling the different 
folia of the typical final states. The crucial point here is that the abstract symmetry of permu- 
tation of certain sets of folia is equivalent to a physical symmetry, the breaking of which gives 
rise to the classical observable which distinguishes the sets of folia. In the case of a continuous 
range of pointer values the same can be shown only under certain additional assumptions, for 
example, having an asymptotic Abelian system, or dealing only with type I representations. 
Under either of these assumptions, the resulting representation overcomes the difficulties with 
the description of continuous pointers clouding the previous results. In general, without either 
of these assumptions, it is not clear under which circumstances the spontaneous breaking of a 
continuous symmetry (in a representation whose weak closure has a separable predual) gen- 
erates a classical observable. The question which physical symmetry corresponds to the ab- 
stract symmetry can only be answered case by case. 

In the outlook attention is drawn to the fact that long-range interactions might be relevant 
to the use of a classical pointer. Long-range interactions can be a physical reason for sponta- 
neous symmetry breaking and thus provide a mechanism for the generation of a classical 
pointer in an apparatus described by quantum theory. 

II. THE ROBUSTNESS OF PHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS 

In this section we describe two typical ways in which experiments are robust, and then 
abstract from the examples a definition of robustness which we think fits most realistic exper- 
iments. 

First example: consider the case where a digital pointer is used to measure a quantity A 
with continuous spectrum. After the experiment we register one number k out of a discrete set 
K as result, but say that the actual value of A might be in the interval [k-e,k+e]. There is a 
state ek in which A really has the dispersion-free value k. (& is not normal if A is represented 
on a separable Hilbert space, because it is a pure state in which a quantity with continuous 
spectrum has a dispersion-free value. ) But all the states in which A has a value in [k - e,k + E] 
would as well have led us to register the result k. So all states 1c, in QA,J qk):={$: 1 $(A) 
-&(A) 1 <E} lead to th e pointer reading k. %A,C(&) contains the set of states $ with 
Il~-1Clkll:=~uPsl1Ck(~) --em 1~11~11 <E, where the supremum is over all observables B. A 

fortiori all states $ with Ilr,6- &II < E lead to the pointer reading k. 
It may seem that the situation is fundamentally different when we are measuring a discrete 

quantity where the value k is isolated by more than E from the other possible results (if we are 
restricting ourselves to pure final states). This can, for example, be the case if we measure the 
spin of a particle in a given direction z. Still-and this is the second example-a Stem-Gerlach 
experiment is robust in the following way: The counter registers particles leaving a magnetic 
field whose direction might deviate by a small angle from z. Therefore these particles give rise 
to the same pointer reading as particles with spin in z. Primas described such a kind of 
robustness by a finite partition of the Hilbert space on which the measured observable operates. 
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(Note also that such a Stem-Gerlach experiment can only be described by a positive-operator 
valued measure, rather than by a projection valued measure.) This example displays an aspect 
of a more general phenomenon: ignorance about the measured observable leads to ignorance 
about the final state of the observed system. 

These examples lead to the following notion of robustness. There are some “typical” final 
states &, in which the quantity we want to measure really has the value k. After a measure- 
ment, however, all states in a sufficiently small norm neighborhood of ,one & give rise to the 
same pointer reading as &. Hence the idea is that pointer readings are stable under pertur- 
bations of the final states of a measurement. 

Let us try to formulate this in a more general framework. In a statistical description one 
assumes that the observables of the measured system and of the apparatus generate w*- 
algebras dgy, -Qp,, respectively. Let pk be the state of the joint system after an experiment 
which leaves the system in the state pk I s. (The states pk I s are what was called & above.) K 
is an index set for the typical final states; in the example of a Stem-Gerlach experiment on a 
spin-l/2 particle it would be a set with two elements. The typical final states pk are assumed 
to be normal and factorial. Furthermore, assume that there is one observable PE ,pPy $ -c9& 
specified which associates the expectation values p,(P) to the typical final states pk; this 
operator is the pointer observable. Note, that we do not assume that it takes dispersion-free 
values on the states pk; this will follow from our robustness criterion below (cf. the corollary 
below). 

Robustness of a quantum measurement (RM): given a nonempty family {pklkeK of normal 
factor states of the joint system (the typicalJTna1 states), there exists a 6>0 such that the pointer 
observable P has the same expectation value in ail factor states p of the joint system satisfying 
lip-pkllc6forsome k. 

(This notion of robustness is a modification of the one used in Ref. 4.) The above formu- 
lation of RM is appropriate for a statistical description. It is also possible to give a formulation 
suitable for an individual description. Then -c9~, &, are taken to be Cc-algebras and the 
states pk should be pure. Such a formulation of RM will be used in Sec. IV. In any case, it is 
crucial to formulate RM in terms of uniform neighborhoods; weak* neighborhoods would not 
do in view of Fell’s theorem, which says that the set of states normal to any representation of 
a simple Cc-algebra is weak* dense in the state space. 

Ill. THE MAIN RESULT FOR W-ALGEBRAS 

The following proposition starts from a given observable PE -aPy e dM, which is inter- 
preted as the pointer observable. It shows that (the p-algebraic version of) RM can be 
fulfilled if and only if &y $ &, has nontrivial center and a classical observable 
FE 9’ ( dY 6 ddy) yields the same pointer reading as P for the typical final states. The typical 
final states cannot distinguish between P and F. Furthermore it shows that then the typical final 
states are disjoint. 

The drawback of the proposition is that as long as the typical final states pk are assumed 
to be normal, on a separable Hilbert space there cannot be a continuous observable on which 
they take different dispersion-free values. Therefore, this pure W*-framework is not suitable for 
the description of a continuous pointer observable, except perhaps in Piron’s approach’ which 
always uses a discrete topology but can represent “continuous” observables only on nonsepa- 
rable Hilbert spaces. 

Proposition 1: Let ,pPY, dM be W-algebras on a sepa[able Hilbert space, and {pk)k& be 
a set of normal factor states on ,pPy 6 dM. Let PE ,pPy o ,pPM be an operator with discrete 
spectrum. 

(A) Assuming that for ai1 ZE 9 (&y 6 &A> there is a pk with pk(Z)#O, RM can be 
fusiled if and only if PE 9’ ( dY e &&). 
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(B) RM can be fuljilled if and only if there is an observable p in B(&y e J;s,> with 
pk(P) = p#), VkeK. In this case the states (pklkaK are mutually disjoint because for i#k and 
a PE y(d-9 6 &A), pk(F)#pi(F)* 

The assumption that P have a discrete spectrum is necessary; otherwise, the states pk could 
not be normal. 

Proof of (A): Denote by rPk( &y $ &&) the Gelfen’d-NaTmarle-Segal (GNS) represen- 
tation with respect to the state pk of -cSy e && on the Hilbert space %“Pk, where there is a 
cyclic vector SZPk such that p&A) = (npk( rrp,(A) 1 npJ for all AE~Y o &l. 

Step 1: We show that fl ksK ker pPk = {O}. 
Take A E n,,,ker rPpk. First of all we observe that A cannot be in 9 (dp e -cg,K): If 

A were in 9(&01,;&~), then there would be a pk with pk(A)#O and therefore 
A$ker rPRpk. 

Since the states pk are normal, fl &K ker rPpk is a weakly closed two-sided ideal of 
afyiLd& It follows that there is a projection QE$? (&9_(~ s dJ) such that 
fl kEKkerrp,=Q(-@‘~~ d&IQ ( see Ref. 6, proposition 2.4.22). So n keK ker r,+#{O) 
would imply that n k& ker ?rPk fl 9 (dgy 6 dJ)#{O}. But since there is no central element 
In f-7 kd ker rPk, n kcK ker rTTpk = CO}. 

Step 2: P~.~(.LTIF’~~&~) implies (VS)(ElkeK)(Elp faCtOrid): llp-pkll <6, 

PQ 9 ( dY 6 dd) implies that there exists a BE ~83 $ && such that [P,B]#O. From 
the first step it follows that there is a k with rPk( [P,B])#O. So rpk(P> d 2?‘(~~~ 
(&y $ &&)). Since rrPt(,c9y e &&) I1 is a factor, n,(P) cannot be constant. Take any 
vector state t/ E XP, with (qlrr,,,(P) I@)#(~zpkl~~k(P) Ifiz,,) = pk(P). Define 1ct,: 
= aa,, + (1 - a)$forO<a<l.Takep,(A): = ($alrPk(A))$a) forallAEdY$&J. 
Now it can be checked that all pa are factor states satisfying &(P)#pk(P). If we choose a 
Close enough to one, then_ lIpn-pk]l <a. 

Step 3: PE~‘(&Y@&~) implies (ElS)(VkEK)(Wp factorial): ljp-pkll<6*p(P) 
=pk(p). 

Take 6 < infi+k[(pi-ppk11/2 < 2 and let p be a pure state with IIp- pkll < 6 < 2 for some k. 
From Ref. 7 it follows that the representations rrP and rPRpk are quasiequivalent. All classical 
observables have the same value in the states p and pk, so p(P) =pk(P). 

Proof of (B): The family {pk)kcK defines a two-sided ideal Jr-C &y 6 -c9J by JJ-: 
= {A:pk( B*AC) = 0,if B,C E &y 6 dJ,tlk E K) = nkeK ker r,+. There exists central 
projection QE &y e &d such that ~=(~~8~~)Q=Q(~yO~~)Q. &Y$&~ can 
be written as ~~pO~=(~~~~~)(1-Q)~(,pPyQ!~~)Q=:~l~~9,. Since for ev- 
ery z’~S(.c?i) there is a pk with pk(Z’)#O, we have n kaK ker rPk(&i @ 0) = {O}. Every 
observable AE&PP~~-CP~ can be written as A=A’@A” with A’Ez?‘,, A”EJz’~; every state p 
on ds,e d& as p==p’fp”. 

As fl k& ker n,,(&i 8 0) = {O}, everything now follows from the proof of (A): If there 
isaBE9(&YpQDd) with (WkEK):p,(P)=p&, thenallfactorstatespwith I(p-pk/<8 
satisfy p(p @ 0) = p’(p) = p;(P’) = pk(li’ @ 0). So RM is satisfied for the pointer 
observable p@O=:F. If there is no &g(&~;&~) with (Vk~K):p,(P)=p~(p), then 
P’@az”(&,). From the second step of the proof of (A) it follows that (VS)(Elk&)(!lp’ 
factor state on &I): (Ip’ - p;Ij < S but p;(P’)#p’(P’). Taking p: = p’ + pi it follows that 
((p-pk(( <s but ,dP)#pk(P). 

Corollary: In a robust measurement the pointer observable takes dispersion-free values in the 
typical final states. 
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IV. THE MEASUREMENT REPRESENTATION 

Proposition 1 uses a pure IV framework and is tailored for a statistical description. The 
assumption that the typical final states are normal is sensible in a statistical description because 
otherwise these states would not be a-additive and therefore would not induce probability 
measures. 

A c-algebraic version of Propostition 1 meets two difficulties: Firstly, the assumption that 
the typical final states pk are normal cannot be justified. In fact normality is not a very natural 
concept for states on general Cc-algebras. Therefore, the Cc-framework is not suitable for a 
statistical description but rather for an individual one.3 In an individual description it is 
justified to assume the typical final states to be pure. Secondly, the basic c algebra of quasi- 
local observables usually has trivial center so that we do not have any classical observables. In 
this section we try to weld together these two problems and give a @“-algebraic version of 
Proposition 1. 

As a c-analog of Proposition 1 one could show the following: 
Let (pk)keK be a family of pure states on a e-algebra &y o dJ. This family dejines a 

two-sided ideal .Y by 

4:={A~~y@&~y:p~(B*AC)=0 for all keK, for all B,CEJ~P~@&~K). 

Then RM can be_Sati.$ed ifand only ifthere exists an observable PE Z’(( -cSY o d&)/X) such 
that pk(P) = pk(P) for all ke K. 

We will not prove this proposition because it is not very useful. The algebra of quasilocal 
observables usually has trivial center and is simple. Since it has trivial center we cannot find a 
classical pointer observable in it. Since it is simple the ideal Jr defined by the {pk)kEK is the null 
ideal, so S (&y o d&/N) is again trivial. Therefore in most quantum theories the above 
proposition is empty. 

This brings our attention to a fundamental problem rooted in the use of a classical pointer 
observable: how does a classical observable arise in a quantum system? Usually the algebra of 
quasilocal observables is simple. Classical observables are often only in the weak closure of a 
particular representation appropriate to describe the particular situation under consideration. 
In the same way, the pointer observable will usually not be an element of the basic c-algebra 
.d,y@dJ. Rather it will occur in the weak closure of a representation appropriate to describe 
measurement situations. The main goal is to find such a representation. 

Phenomenology of measurement situations. First of all let us describe the typical features of 
realistic measurement situations. The basic c-algebra &go && generated by the local 
observables of the joint system is given. Furthermore, we have a family {pk}kGK of typical final 
states. In an individual description we will require them to be pure. There is a pointer value 
functional p on the states [sop is an element of the bidual ( dY o d&u) **] which has different 
values on the typical final states. Furthermore, we know that realistic measurements are robust 
in the way described in Sec. II: there is a 6 > 0 such that for all pure states p on dY o &A for 
which lip- pkll< 6 for some k we have (p,pk) = (p,p). 

The existence of a representation describing this situation is guaranteed by the following: 
Proposition 2: Let ,pPy o &A be the simple c-algebra of observables of the joint system, 8 

denoting the minimal *-tensor product. Assume that we have a set {Pk}k& of pure typical final 
states on .aPy 8 &A and a pointer functional pE ( &y 8 &A) ** on the states such that RM is 
fulfilled 

(36>O)(Wp pure states):llp-ppklj <6 for some kj(p,pJ=(p,p). 

Then there is a representation r. of -cPy Q &d such that the states pk can be extended to normal 
states pi on 7ro( ~43 8 &&) “, and there is an observable PEIT~( dY Q &&)” with pi(P) 
= (p, pk) for all k Furthermore, P is in the center of ao( dY 8 &&) ‘I (and therefore classical). 
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If the representation space of p. is separable, P necessarily has discrete spectrum. The states 
p-k (as wellas the pk) are mutually disjoint, because &(P) = (pk,p)#&P) = (pi,p) for i#k. 

Proo$ Embed -cSy o &d canonically into its enveloping von Neumann algebra 9, which 
is the weak closure of its universal representation. As a Banach space 5% is isomorphic to the 
bidual ( dY Q &A) **. To this imbedding there corresponds an isometric isomorphism of 
(&y 8 &A) * onto the predual of c%’ , associating to each state p on &y 8 &d a normal state 
iJ on 9. Since the states Pk on dY @ -c9, are pure, the p-algebraic version of RM is 
satisfied for the pointer functional p and the typical final states pl. From the proof of Propo- 
sition 1 (B), it follows that there is a central projection QE 9’ ( 58 ) such that 9 (Q.99 > contains 
an observable P on which the restrictions of the pk take the same values as the pointer 
functional p does on the pk. r. now is the subrepresentation of the universal representation 
specified by ro( -cSY o ddu> ” = Q.99. Since ,pPy @ &d is simple it is isomorphic to 
ro( dy o d&). -r. satisfies the conditions we mentioned in the proposition: the states Pk 
extend to states pk which are defined by pk( QA) = pk(A), AE .%, the pointer observable P is 
in 7ro(caPy 8 dd)” and fulfils p;(P) = (p,pk), and RM is satisfied. Finally, P must have 
discrete spectrum in the separable case, for otherwise the extended states $ could not be 
normal. 

Remarks: ( 1) Even if &y Q d4 has a trivial center, ( LZ$ 8 -c9,)** does not if 
-c9~ o d, has disjoint representations. This is, for example, the case if ,cPy Q -c91 is the Cc- 
algebra of quasilocal observables in a field theory. (2) Knowing from laboratory experience 
that successful measurements are robust, the proposition guarantees the existence of a repre- 
sentation which can describe this situation. It turns out that in such a representation the 
pointer observable is classical. 

Proposition 2 is not satisfactory because from a physical point of view it would have been 
justified to require the representation r. to be separable. This proposition does not prove the 
existence of a separable representation fulfilling all the requirements given above. If the pointer 
functional has a continuous range of possible values, then the representation rro is surely not 
separable. Another drawback of Proposition 2 is that the states ik are normal. This is not what 
is needed in the case of a continuous pointer observable, because normal states cannot take a 
dispersion-free value on an observable with continuous spectrum. The consequence of Propo- 
sition 2 primarily used in the sequel is that the typical final states pk are disjoint. 

So neither Proposition 1 nor Proposition 2 can offer a satisfactory description of a contin- 
uous pointer. The p-algebraic formulation in Proposition 1 had to assume the normality of 
the typical final states, which is a condition that cannot be satisfied for a continuous pointer 
observable in a separable Hilbert space. The C-algebraic version of RM cannot be satisfied if 
the C-algebra of quasilocal observables has trivial center. Trying to satisfy RM in a particular 
representation of the Cc-algebra (in which the typical final states should be normal) led to 
nonseparable representations. In the following section we will blend’the purely W*-algebraic 
and the purely CL-algebraic formulation of RM and even for a continuous pointer will arrive- 
under some additional assumptions-at a measurement representation satisfying the following 
requirements: ( 1) RM is satisfied, (2) the representation is separable, (3) there exists a pointer 
observable in the weak closure of the representation which takes the same values as the pointer 
functional on the typical final states. 

Proposition 2 will imply that the pointer observable is classical and that the typical final 
states are disjoint. The typical final states will not be normal on the weak closure of the 
representation, but their singular character will become apparent only on the center of the 
representation. 

V. SYMMETRY BREAKING 

In many physical examples spontaneous symmetry breaking* is linked to the emergence of 
a classical observable. In this section we want to suggest a way in which the pointer observable 
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can be considered to be arising from spontaneous symmetry breaking. The starting point is the 
abstract @r-algebra ,pPy 8 &A and the set {pk}k& of pure typical final states. From Propo- 
sition 2 we know that the pk are mutually disjoint if the described experiment is robust (i.e., 
it satisfies PM). Assume also that the Hilbert spaces Z,,, of the GNS-representations rTTpk are 
all isomorphic to a separable Hilbert space Zp. 

Let us first consider the case in which the Set {pk}kEK of typical final states is discrete. 
Consider the direct sum “d: = Z,&T~~ of disjoint factor representations (d stands for 
discrete) which operates on the Hilbert space xd = EFCK zp,. The center g(rd(d)“) con- 
tains exactly the diagonal operators of the form 2k.K A&. 

This center can be considered to be arising from the breaking of the following “abstract” 
symmetry. If K is infinite (but still discrete), assume K to be the set of integers and take the 
symmetry group .9 ={Gk:kefi to be the one generated by the shifts k’:hs-+k-k’. If K is 
finite, a similar construction works by imposing a periodicity condition on K. The direct sum 
representation rd is stable under the permutation or shifts of indices, but each representation 
rpRpk is not stable. The symmetry is broken in each of the states Pk. The center T(rr@( ~4)“) can 
be considered arising from the breaking of a symmetry associated to a relabeling of the folia. 
Note that ?rd is a representation satisfying all the conditions for a measurement representation 
mentioned at the end of Sec. IV. In particular %-d is separable as long as the factor represen- 
tations rrpk are separable. Therefore, in the case of a discrete pointer, “d is really a satisfactory 
measurement representation. This is not remarkable since Propositions 1 and 2 already give 
satisfactory results for the case of a discrete pointer. 

Let us hasten to emphasize that these considerations are empty as long as it is not clear 
which physical symmetry corresponds to the relabeling of the folia. The crucial point here is 
that the abstract symmetry of permutation of certain sets of folia is equivalent to a physical 
symmetry the breaking of which gives rise to the classical observable which distinguishes the 
sets of folia. In some special cases it is easy to find the corresponding physical symmetry: the 
two-valued classical observable chirality arises from a breaking of space inversion symmetry. 
This corresponds to a permutation of the two sectors containing left- and right-handed states, 
respectively.’ In general, the symmetry group 9 acts transitively on the set of folia defined by 
the disjoint final states of a measurement; this set may differ from Y if part of the symmetry 
is unbroken. 

It is perhaps worth relating this situation to spontaneous symmetry breaking in quantum 
field theories. The essential point there is whether the vacuum (or ground) state breaks the 
symmetry. The typical final states correspond not to the different ground states, but rather to 
scattering states. Scattering states in Hilbert spaces built from different ground states are 
disjoint. The similarity of scattering states and typical final states is one of the basic ideas in 
Hepp’s article and from his point of view makes the infinite time limit seem natural. 

Note that in quantum field theories the analog of the physical symmetry broken in a 
measurement-type situation is a spatial symmetry, not an internal one. The disjoint vacua 
occurring in the spontaneous breaking of an internal symmetry would not have a counterpart 
in measurement-type situations: because of the occurrence of different vacua in a system with 
broken internal symmetry we have a broken symmetry even if we remove all particles from the 
system. But if we were to remove all particles from the apparatus the symmetry would not be 
broken any more. Similarily, if in a system with a broken spatial symmetry, for example, in an 
infinite spin chain, one removes all the particles, then in the ground state at which one arrives 
the symmetry is not broken any more. 

Before proceeding to the case of a continuous pointer observable, let us come back to one 
of the drawbacks of Proposition 2. The extended states pi constructed there were normal. This 
is fine in the case of a discrete pointer, but not for a continuous pointer: the points in the 
continuous phase space M of a classical system do not correspond to normal states on L” (M). 
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So a representation can only be appropriate for the description of an experiment with contin- 
uous pointer if the states Pk can be extended to states which are not normal on the center of the 
representation. 

In the discrete case the direct sum representation has the functions on the discrete set K as 
the center. The representation is isomorphic to the tensor product of this center with a factor 
rrpk. In the case of a continuous pointer we will expect something similar, except that the 
commutative part of the representation will correspond to functions on a continuous configu- 
ration space. In this case the states pk will not be extendable to normal states on the repre- 
sentation. The singular character of the extensions is, however, of a harmless kind. Only their 
restrictions to the commutative part are singular, on the factor they are normal. (It would be 
much worse to have a singular state on a type II or III factor, since these states do not fulfill 
the Jauch-Piron condition. lo) 

We now try to construct a representation appropriate for a continuous pointer observable. 
As in the case of the discrete pointer, the configuration space of the pointer observable should 
determine the choice of the representation: in the end the center of the representation should 
be isomorphic to a space of functions on the configuration space of the pointer. 

For a continuous pointer the index set K of typical final states contains continuously many 
elements; assume it to be the real line R. Taking p to be a probability measure on the real line, 
for example, & (k) = V- “’ exp( -k2)dk, define w:= JR dp(k)pk. Then 

G-($)= 
s 

@ dp(k)~p, 
R 

is the direct integral of the mutually disjoint factor representation m,+. 
Define the unitary group 17, by ( U,Y ) (k) : = exp (kt - 8/2) Y (k - t) . The automorphism 

group rr on the von Neumann algebra 7rU( -cSy Q dd)” is defined by 
(rt A)Y: = U, AVVI. As in the discrete case, the states Pk are not invariant under U, and so 
the symmetry cannot be implemented unitarily in 7rpRpk(cCgy 8 dM)“. The symmetry rt is 
broken in each of the factor states Pk. 

In general, symmetry breaking is expected to generate a continuous classical observable,” 
but under which conditions does this actually happen? The pricipal obstruction is that, in 
contradistinction to the discrete case, the diagonal operators [that is, those of the form 
j-g d/.4k)f(k)lkl are not necessarily in the weak closure of the direct integral representation 
rr@. So the direct integral of disjoint representations may have trivial center (see, e.g., Refs. 12, 
13). In such cases the breaking of the symmetry does not give rise to a classical observable. But 
under some additional assumptions (which are sufficient, not necessary) the center of the 
direct integral representation rti can be shown to be nontrivial. 

Firstly, this is the case if T,( &y Q d&K)” is of type I or II, :14 If the direct integral ouer 
irreducible (or type IIJ and mutually disjoint representations of a Cc algebra is again of type I(or 
II,), then the center of the direct integral representation is nontrivial. [Conversely, the compo- 
nents in a direct integral decomposition of a von Neumann algebra of type A which contains 
the diagonal operators, are again of type A (A = I, II, ; in fact this converse holds for A = II m , 
III) as well.] 

In our special case above one can give a simple argument to show that 
9(~~(&gy@d~)“)~L”(R) ifrr0(&~@~~)“isoftypeI.If~U(&Py8&~)”isoftype 
I then it is quasiequivalent to a multiplicity-free representation (Ref. 15, 5.4.6). As the 7~~~ in 
the integral V~ are mutually disjoint and irreducible, rr, is itself multiplicity-free. Therefore 
(Ref. 15, 5.4.4) the commutant rti( -c9y 8 &Au> ’ is Abelian and the composition of rti into 
irreducible representations is unique (see 6, Theorem 4.2.3). Since T~( &y o &A) ’ is Abelian 
every primary representation is irreducible, so we have a unique decomposition into primary 
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representations as well. Making this decomposition in our special case of an integral represen- 
tation over the real line, one sees that rrw( ,pPf @ dJ) ’ r L” (R). Since the commutant is 
Abelian it equals the center. Thus do(~-~( -QIy 8 &A) “) z L” (R). 

If the direct integral representation 7~~( ,aPY 8 &&) u is not of type I, then it may be 
misbehaved. In case r@( dy Q &&) ti is of types II or III the above argument that the center 
is not trivial breaks down. The commutant of such representations cannot be Abelian since the 
commutant is always of the same type as the representation and Abelian von Neumann alge- 
bras are of type I. 

Under the assumption that 7~,( dY CO d&u) u is of type I, this representation is indeed 
appropriate for the description of measurements with continuous pointer. Besides fulfilling the 
conditions on a measurement representation in Sec. IV, the extensions of the states Pk are 
singular on the center L m (R) . Since L2 (R,p) is separable, so is Xa = j-z dp (k) GYP,. Fur- 
thermore, if the representations T,,~ are separable, then the direct integral representation rT, is 
separable. But the assumption that the direct integral representation is of type I is very strong. 
In many applications to thermodynamics or field theories one deals with factors of type III. 

Secondly, by integration over disjoint factors one can obtain a nontrivial center if the 
system is asymptotically Abelian. More precisely, it may be shown” that if the system is 
asymptotically Abeliun in the norm topology [i.e., lim 91 _ m lj[czq(A>,B]ll =O, where 
a:R3 -+Aut ( dY Q &&) is the representation of the group R J’ of space translations], and if 
there is a space-translation invariant state 4, and if the action of the symmetry group commutes 
with the space translations, then the center of the direct integral representation obtained from 
averaging the factor 7~~ over the symmetry group .59/X’ is isomorphic to the Abelian von 
Neumann algebra L” ( .9/X) . (Here 3Y is the subgroup of 3 leaving 4 invariant. ) We have 
77,(~,@3~~)“ELL”(Y/2?) @7T4(J+OJi&)“. 

To summarize, the main problem in generating continuous classical observables by spon- 
taneous symmetry breaking is the question under which conditions the direct integral of 
disjoint factor representations is not a factor. Two cases in which this is guaranteed rely on the 
assumptions of having a type I representation or an asymptotic Abelian system. Under either 
of these assumptions, and if the factor representations ppk are separable, the direct integral 
representation r. is indeed a representation satisfying all requirements for measurement rep- 
resentation with a continuous pointer. A complete answer to the above question would also 
suggest conditions under which the breaking of a continuous symmetry fails to produce a 
superselection rule. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

There are two major problems concerning the use of a classical pointer observable in 
quantum measurements. The emergence of a classical pointer observable in a quantum system 
has to be explained, and a nonautomorphic time evolution of the joint system has to be derived 
if the final pointer states are to be reached in finite time. It seems possible that long-range 
interactions are one possible key to the solution of at least the first problem. 

The desired features are exhibited in the general class of lattice models with mean-field 
interaction described by Hepp and Lieb,16 Rieckers,17 B6na,‘*‘19 and Unnerstall.” The con- 
nection between symmetry breaking and the emergence of classical observables in the model 
was analyzed in Refs. 17, 11. In Ref. 17, classical structures arise if internal symmetries are 
broken in a grand canonical equilibrium state. The time evolution on the algebra of classical 
observables was described in Ref. 18: the usual description of classical dynamics as a Hamil- 
tonian flow on a Poisson manifold emerges as an effective description of large quantum systems. 
A salient feature of these models is that an automorphic time evolution on the quasilocal 
quantum algebra of observables d can only be defined if the classical observables are added to 
J/, as pointed out in Ref. 21 for long-range interactions in general. 
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